генеральный спонсор соревнований

ACM International Collegiate Programming Contest 2002-2003
Northeastern European Regional Programming Contest
Eastern subregion
Second Round
In all tasks read input data from the file INPUT.TXT and write results to the file OUTPUT.TXT.
The format of the input file corresponds to the specification and additional check is not needed.
The new-line character ends each line, including the last one.
Time limit is given for the processor Celeron 500 МHz.
1. Dividing into Groups

5 sec

2. The Travel of the Queen

5 sec

3. Pentium vs ENIAC

5 sec

4. Search of the Sum

5 sec

5. Fair Sharing

5 sec

6. The Beach

5 sec

7. Sequence

5 sec

8. Metamorphoses

5 sec

9. Lists and Columns

5 sec
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1. Dividing into Groups
Input file

INPUT.TXT

Output file

OUTPUT.TXT

Time limit

5 sec

Set of natural numbers must be divided into G groups so, that numbers n, 2n, …,
where n is arbitrary natural number.

Gn correspond to different groups,

Input
The first line of the input file contains two integers M and G, separated by a space, where M is the quantity of
numbers in the file (1  M  50000) and G is the quantity of groups (2  G  5). The following M lines contain a single
integer n in a line (1  n  109).

Output
Write into the output file M lines with numbers of groups for all numbers of the input file. If i-th number of the input file
corresponds to k-th group while dividing into G groups, then on i-th line of the output file there should be the number k
(1  k  G).

Sample of input
5 2
1
2
3
4
6

Output for the sample input
1
2
1
1
2
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2. The Travel of the Queen.
Input file

INPUT.TXT

Output file

OUTPUT.TXT

Time limit

5 сек

Once Alice and Bob decided to play chess, but they found out that a lot of chessmen are missing. Then they invented
another game. They needed only chess-clock, chessboard and the queen. The rules of the game are quite easy. The
first player puts the queen at any field of the chessboard. Then the players move the queen in turn, starting from the
second player. If the player puts the queen on the field, where it has already been, he loses. The game can be
completed in a draw, only if the queen has already been on every field of the chessboard, but the player may move the
queen on the starting field. The queen can move on any number of fields horizontally, vertically or diagonally.
Suppose, that the game is completed in a draw, and all moves of the first player are known. Restore the moves of the
second player.

Input
The input file contains one line with the moves of the first player, separated by one space. Verticals are designated by
letters from a through h, and horizontals by numerals.

Output
Write into the output file in the same form the moves made by the second player so, that the game is ended in a draw.
If there exist a number of variants, then write any one of them.

Sample of input
a8 a7 c4 d1 b4 a1 a3 c2 b3 b8 c5 d8 b7 c7 d2 d3 h5 e1 h1 f3 f2 g2 e6 f4 g6 e4 f8 g7 e8 g5 h2 h3

Output for the sample input
a5 a6 a4 b1 c3 a2 c1 b2 b5 d6 b6 c8 c6 d7 d4 d5 e5 h4 f1 e2 g1 g4 e3 g3 f5 e7 f6 f7 g8 h6 h7 h8
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3. Pentium vs ENIAC
Input file

INPUT.TXT

Output file

OUTPUT.TXT

Time limit

5 sec

The calculation of 2000 digits of number  on the computer ENIAC in 1949 took 70 hours (not including
programming!). Modern computers (and programmers) can find 2000 digits of number  much faster.
For calculation a series should be used
/4 = 1 – 1/3 + 1/5 – 1/7 + 1/9 – …
But this series converges slowly. Much better is series for an arctangent
arctg x = x – x3/3 + x5/5 – x7/7 + …, |x|<1.
Combine it with the formula for addition of a tangent
tg(a+b) = (tg a + tg b)/(1 – tg a  tg b)
and select a and b so that tg (a+b) = 1 = tg /4. In practice usually use the following formulas
 = 16 arctg (1/5) – 4 arctg (1/239).
 = 32 arctg (1/10) – 16 arctg (1/515) – 4 arctg (1/239).
 = 12 arctg (1/4) + 4 arctg (1/20) + 4 arctg (1/1985).
In all formulas it is necessary to calculate arctg (1/ k), where k  2. Write the program that fulfills this calculation.

Input
The first line of the input file contains one integer

k (2  k  10000).

Output
Write into the output file a value of arctg (1/k) with accuracy 10–2000.

Sample of input
2

Output for the sample input (one line)
0.4636476090008061162142562314612144020285370542861202638109330887201978641657417053006
002839848878925565298522511908375135058181816250111554715305699441056207193362661648801
015325027559879258055168538891674782372865387939180125171994840139558381851150950216333
064938721546097320785555572086014632275652426730521804574640086974505838973638964890026
486877853780128236331217164578146836900993340528882486244562388119090158949767997197011
496776001645006253016812125609335304134939663012931924274840293161119492061620844159372
361273166876981687027593189510333973325929038512892545945922463215609783638009537499320
948607339491864325160274827930450373317725546504996086757706227544162850222737237119744
733669773185106940138112699577792562748256600962116726748115272827225207225972684215710
195877562091701557768709866542668903449351805472890053707838124212854794303024367845264
669937683808877190412767311593748061628833032028804465239589618924130515270876726439400
070443923542442569122697771151892771722644634150145716485890125410264627770819474510187
121848206047727398046439957349224139591268151780502232786355143473370794824012515330580
015109270674591998921707936339487128099705106434535905756066721321179928796810834788482
208814236046748277550051419142228641999149665085114408471992413608401601552781943713430
824557974302382508903323803434068518473787865127452243572458152831175900200570333436340
722582648575409343821252189315998634896079848398950569509327230867566007767526527325937
527348914841568663150066536027905480757904442686045155144481770621729279741408022177582
556623823669211341535485547673559698740403651376523360604552361858134487150068560941142
804648292599332129615556169392765012713663663644382665370304068180900070642920215430207
040940370202416950977564790485154507331486121219635319383389370295967399498377431517045
276686632606595496136731808902915694507741376816407054775207276716924038016761555082142
572821710117164287897755349658231508880156622408053339948132487758071305256952539999844
8
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4. Search of the Sum
Input file

INPUT.TXT

Output file

OUTPUT.TXT

Time limit

5 sec

The sequence of
given S.

M integers is given. Find here the longest continuous subsequence with the sum of terms equal to

Input
The first line of the input file contains two integers M and S, separated by one space, where M is the quantity of
numbers in the sequence (2  M  30000) and S is the value for the sum of terms of a subsequence (0  S  1000).
The following M lines contain a single integer n in a line (–10000  n  10000).

Output
On the first line of the output file write two integers F and L, separated by one space, where F is the index of the first
term of the retrieved subsequence (indexing starts from 1), and L is the length of the retrieved subsequence. If there
are some equally long subsequences, indicate the first of them in the source sequence. If a subsequence with the
given sum of terms is missing, write two zeros, separated by one space.

Sample of input
4 5
2
3
4
1

Output for the sample input
1 2
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5. Fair Sharing
Input file

INPUT.TXT

Output file

OUTPUT.TXT

Time limit

5 sec

Gnomes snatched away the sweets from a vase, which Snow-white had place on the round table.
“Stop! You haven’t left any sweets for me!” – Snow-white exclaimed. – “We need to share the sweets equally.”
Snow-white counted the sweets; there were 15 sweets.
“Fifteen cannot be divided on eight. Let’s do it like this. Put your sweets into bowls.” – After it had been done, Snowwhite continued. – “Let's enumerate bowls clockwise from 1 up to 8. My bowl will be under number 1. I will turn away
and call the numbers from 1 to 8. Somebody takes all the sweets from the called bowl and distribute one in each bowl
clockwise, starting from the next one after the called. I think, after several such operations the sweets will be
distributed on cups in random.”
The gnomes agreed, that this sharing would be fairer, as the results will depend on case, but not on “the length of
raking arms” (Grumbler said so, who had got only one sweet). But as a result Grumbler got nothing, because Snowwhite was offended with him for grumbling about the quality of yesterday’s dinner. Snow-white differed from her
stepmother not only in beauty, but also in wit (at least, it did not come into her mind to talk to a mirror), therefore
Snow-white easily invented, how to achieve more fair distribution (from her point of view) from initial distribution of
sweets among bowls.
Write the program, which determines according to initial and finite distribution of 15 sweets among 8 bowls a sequence
of numbers, which needs to be pronounced by Snow-white.

Input
The first line of the input file contains 8 integers (in the range from 0 to 15 inclusively, the sum is 15), separated by
spaces; this is initial distribution of sweets among bowls (clockwise, starting from a bowl #1). Second line contains 8
integers (in the range from 0 to 15 inclusively, the sum is 15), separated by spaces; this is required finite distribution of
sweets among bowls (clockwise, starting from a bowl #1).

Output
On the first line of the output file write one integer N representing an amount of called numbers. The following N lines
of the output file with numbers from 1 up to 8 representing a sequence of called numbers. Any variant, even not
necessarily the shortest, may be pointed.

Sample of input
0 3 1 2 1 3 1 4
3 3 0 2 2 3 1 1

Output for the sample input
7
2
4
6
5
8
7
3
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6. The Beach
Input file

INPUT.TXT

Output file

OUTPUT.TXT

Time limit

5 sec

Bill has bought some islands at the ocean in the gross and has decided to sell them off piecemeal. But the buyers are
interested only in the sites located on the coast of the ocean.
Bill divided the map of islands into square cells and represented each cell by one character. Bill used the character '.'
(dot) for the denotation of water and character '*' (asterisk) for the land. Each character '*' corresponds to one site for
sale. There are no other characters on the map.
Write the program, which will help Bill to determine an amount of sites having common boundary with the ocean
according to this map. The sites, adjoining only to a lake or a pool, are not taken into account.

Input
The first line of the input file contains two integers N and M, separated by one space, where N and M are the sizes of
the map (3  N  200, 3  M  200). The following N lines contain M characters with each line representing a map of
the bought islands. NOTE: The islands do not adjoin to the edges of the map.

Output
Write in the output file an amount of sites located on the coast of the ocean.

Sample of input
8 10
..........
..***.....
.*****....
.**..*....
..****....
........*.
......***.
..........

Output for the sample input
15
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7. Sequence
Input file

INPUT.TXT

Output file

OUTPUT.TXT

Time limit

5 sec

K and generate an infinite sequence S according to the following rules.
1. Si is i, where 1  i  K
2. Si is the least natural number so, that gcd ( Si, Si–1)  K and Si  Sj, where 1  j < i and i > K and gcd mean

Let's take any natural number

“greatest common divisor”.

For example, for K=3 first twenty terms are 1, 2, 3, 6, 9, 12, 4, 8, 16, 20, 5, 10, 15, 18, 21, 7, 14, 28, 24, 27.
Sooner or later in this sequence there will be all natural numbers. Write the program, which calculates the least natural
number that is missing among first N terms, the greatest number among first N terms, and N-th term.

Input
The first line of the input file contains two integers K and N (1  K  100, 1 
First N terms of the sequence S do not exceed 30000 for given K.

N  10000), separated by one space.

Output
Write into the output file the one line containing three integers, separated by spaces. They are the least natural
number that is missing among first N terms of the sequence S, the greatest number among first N terms of the
sequence, and N-th term.

Sample of input
3 20

Output for the sample input
11 28 27
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8. Metamorphoses
Input file

INPUT.TXT

Output file

OUTPUT.TXT

Time limit

5 sec

Take two words of equal length, for example, SEAT and TALE, write them one under another and make the following
transformations. At first, replace all appearances of the first character of the second word in the second word with the
first character of the first word, and all appearances of the first character of the first word in the first word with the first
character of the second word. Similarly, all appearances of the second character of the second word in the second
word with the second character of the first word, and all appearances of the second character of the first word with the
first word on the second character of the second word. The same must be done for the third pair of characters of the
both words, and so on for all characters from left to right.

SEAT

TEAT


TALE

TAAT


SALE

TLLT


SELE

ELLE


SEAE

STAT

Write the program, which calculates outcome of transformations for the pair of the given words.

Input
Input file contains two lines. Each line contains one word, the length of which is not more than 100 characters
consisting of uppercase letters from A through Z. Both words have equal length.

Output
Write into the output file two lines containing the outcome of transformations. On the first line write the transformed first
word, and on the second line write the transformed second word.

Sample of input
SEAT
TALE

Output for the sample input
ELLE
STAT
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9. Lists and Columns
Input file

INPUT.TXT

Output file

OUTPUT.TXT

Time limit

5 sec

Write the program, which will transform lists of words into table columns. The first column should contain words of the
first list, second column should contain words of the second list, and so on. Words should be written without skips in
same order as in the lists. The width of a column is equal to the length of the longest word of this column. Columns
should be separated by one space.

Input
The input file contains N lines (1  N  100) of length up to 200 characters. Each line contains the nonempty list of
words consisting of letters. Words are separated by commas. The lines do not contain spaces. The new-line character
ends each line.

Output
Write into the output file the table of
lines.

Sample of input
Bill,Jo,Robert,Sally
Ann,Sam,Carolyn
fire,grain,cat,column,store

Output for the sample input
Bill
Ann
Jo
Sam
Robert Carolyn
Sally

fire
grain
cat
column
store

N columns containing all words from lists. No spaces are allowed at the end of

